Abstract. Using ambient excited data under PMU measurements to identify the low frequency oscillation mode and oscillation modes parameter information corresponding, has good prospects in power system analysis and control. This article discusses the applicability by using the natural excitation technique (NExT) in conjunction with the eigensystem realization algorithm for low frequency oscillation modes identification, then introduceds fuzzy C-means clustering algorithm to picked up the authenticity of the identified modal results automatically and improving the recognition accuracy. On the IEEE-11 and IEEE-68 bus test system numerical example shows that the proposed method has higher modal recognition ability and efficiency, and can meet the needs of online applications.
Introduction
With the interconnection of the power grid region and the weakening of the damp, the instable increasing oscillation has been a frequent occurrence of the system. Therefore, it is of vital importance and more difficult for the online monitoring of the power grid and the damping control to rapidly obtain the low frequency oscillation models and parameters [1] .
With the all-around application of Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) in the electrical power system and the gradual establishment of Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS) based on PMU, the analysis of the system's low frequency oscillation based on the actually-measured tracks enjoys a promising prospect. According to different disturbance intensity, there are two categories of identification methods, namely the identification method based on the large signal disturbance signal and the identification method based on the small disturbance signal [2] . Currently, Prony has been the widely-used one among the low frequency oscillation modal identification methods based on the large oscillation disturbance. However, since the large disturbance signal might not exit all the time and the actuallymeasured signal is seriously impacted by the environment noises, the limits of Prony and the defects of data collected by it have been increasingly obvious. The modal identification methods based on the noise-like signal only adopt the real-time response signal in ambient excitation as the recognition input, and have no need to measure the input the drive signal. At the same time, it can avoid the complexity of manual excitation. Thus, methods of the kind are more applicable to the online monitoring and analysis of the low frequency oscillation model [3] .
Selection of the reference channel
ERA is a MIMO time-domain overall modal parameter identification algorithm. Its input is the cross-correlation function matrix build by the reference channel vectors (multiple reference points), which can thus improve the accuracy and reliability of the identification results.
Under the environment excitation, the input drive signal of the electrical power system is similar to the white noise, and cannot be measured. In order to obtain the modal of a certain system, it is necessary to include all the signals measured by the electric generator's PMUs into the system's output column vectors. However, in fact, there is huge number of PMUs in the electric power system. It is extremely timeconsuming to include the measured signals as the signals of the reference channels into h(k) (m×1) to form a Hankel matrix and conduct SVD. This might also hinders its online application. Therefore, it is an issue of great concern about how to quickly select signals with a high observability and representativeness from the mass data measured by PMUs as the signals of the reference channels.
The selection of the reference channels is based on a preliminary understanding of the system. First, derive the estimation methods of the dominant oscillation models based on the system's mathematical models; find the key fracture surfaces which might easily oscillate with the system through the analysis of the factors influencing the oscillation frequency; select the measured tracks on the fracture surface based on the oscillation increase amount of the state quantity [13] . After all these, the signals for the reference channels with a high observability towards the oscillation model can be confirmed.
Fuzzy clustering has a wide application in the intelligent classification of the statistical pattern identification, of which FCM is the one with the most mature application and theoretical system. Its principle is as below [16] : define an objective function, J; randomly select "c" initial cluster centers, ( ; divide the samples to the category through the calculation of the Euclidean distance, ij d , from the calculation samples to the cluster centers; and update and calculate cluster centers of every category at last. The iteration is repeated until the objective function can reach the minimum.
It also meets the following limiting conditions:
Thus, it can be seen that the algorithm can realize the automatic identification of the system's modal parameters, and has a high calculation efficiency. Besides, the accuracy of the modal identification results is improved through the rectification of the authentic modal selection during the repetitive iteration process. The algorithm meets the requirements of online applications.
Auto pickup of modal parameters
After the introduction of the algorithm basis and the analysis of the key techniques, this part will present the specific implementation procedures of the algorithm. (See Fig. 1 
Conclusions
This paper puts forward the FCM-based NExT-ERA algorithm to conduct modal identification of low frequency oscillation noises. Under the environment excitation, the signals with a higher observability are selected from the data measured by PMUs as the signals of the reference channels. NExT is employed to obtain the crosscorrelation function between signals so as to obtain the approximate pulse response function of the system. Then, ERA is adopted to conduct modal parameter identification of the pulse response at different orders. At last, the FCM algorithm is introduced to conduct automatic pickup of all identification results, which can not only identify the authenticity of modals, but also improve the parameter identification accuracy. The validity of the algorithm is verified through the simulation examples. Besides, the algorithm put forward in this paper has advantages in the following four aspects:
1) The algorithm adopts the random loads generated by the electric power system as the natural excitation to avoid the complexity of the manual excitation. Besides, the parameters identified by it are more suitable for the operation conditions. Due to the limitation of algorithms, the modal identification in the previous literatures is mostly targeted at measurement signals based on large disturbance.
2) The algorithm has a sound noise resistant performance. When the Gaussian white noise is added into the signal, with the decrease of the signal-noise ratio (SNR) added, the algorithm can more accurately identify the modal parameters.
3) During the identification process of the authentic and false models, this paper introduces the FCM-based automatic identification algorithm, which improves the identification accuracy and the calculation efficiency. After setting some initial parameters, the algorithm put forward by this paper can achieve full automation and call for no manual intervention, so it boasts a promising online application prospect.
